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MODERNISED, WESTERNISED, REVIVED LONG -NECKED LUTES IN
BOSNIA -HERZEGOVINA
Risto Pekkan

Traditional long-necked lutes of Ottoman origin are played in most Balkan countries, and
their Westernised forms are widely distributed in the countries of the former Yugoslavia and
to a lesser extent in Hungary ( see Dzudzev 1975: 106-123; Bonifacic 1995; Pennanen 1999: 126127). This paper strives to provide a general view of the history of such lutes in Bosnia-Herze1
govina, including their structural and cultural developments.
The main theoretical conceptions of the paper are modernisation, Westernisation, revival and folklorism. According to Bruno Netti ( 1985: 20) , modernisation is the incidental
movement of a System or its components in the direction of Western music and musical life
without requiring majör changes in those aspects of the non-Western tradition that are Central
and essential. Western elements are viewed in the culture as means of continuing the tradition
rather than changing it. Typical examples are slightly adjusted scales and the introduction of
notation . Westernisation, on the other hand, may be described as the substitution of Western
analogues for Central features of non-Western music. Netti lists the following examples: functional harmony, majö r and minö r scales, large ensembles, emphasis on the composed piece
performed more or less unchanged. As we shall see below, the concepts of modernisation and
Westernisation are also relevant analytical tools in organology.

Another phenomenon of importance in this paper is revival, which means the restoration to use of neglected traditions such as the playing of certain musical instruments. Revival
is often connected with folklorism ( Ger. Folklorismus), i.e., the artistic, ideological or economic
exploitation of folk traditions ( see Kurkela 1989: 27-35).

Traditional Lutes
Before the Congress of Berlin, where the great powers gave it över to Austria-Hungary, Bosnia
belonged to the Ottoman Empire between 1463 and 1878. The main ethno-religious groups
of the indigenous Slavic population were - and stili are - Muslims ( later Bosniaks), Serbian
Orthodox Christians ( later Bosnian Serbs) and Catholics ( later Bosnian Croats). The early history of the long-necked folk lutes in Bosnia is connected with the Ottoman Empire and the
levendy which were Ottoman irregular military organisations consisting of unmarried young
men. There youngsters served in the borderlands between the Ottoman and Habsburg Empires and favoured long-necked lutes ( Feldman 1996: 169-171).

The general term for long-necked lutes in Bosnia is tambura ( pl. tambure) which comprises both traditional and Westernised instruments. The former group consists of bowl lutes
with carved-out bodies, and, usually, three string courses. For some reason, Bosnian researchers
count the number of strings rather than that of courses which tends to be misleading ( see e.g.,
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Milosevic 1962; Panic 1987: 508; Talam 2010). Long-necked lutes in Bosnia usually have double
courses but the combination of single and double courses is common as well. On the other
hand, museum collections contain a few historical examples of two-course lutes with single
strings ( see Talam ibid.). Almost without exception , the only tuning for traditional tambure
in Bosnia is the following: courses I ( the highest pitch), II and III are tuned respectively to a,
d and g.2 The tuning is re-entrant, which means that successive strings are not tuned to successively higher pitches but to a pattern of rising and falling intervals. In Bosnia, the tuning does
not have a specific name, but in Turkish it is known as karadü zen or bağlama dü zeni ( Piçken
1975: 229-230).

The terminologies associated with the traditional and the Westernised lutes often differ from each other. For instance, the verb for playing traditional folk lutes is ‘kucati ( to
knock, beat, tap, strike) , and thus, ‘kucati u saz’ literally means ‘knock or tap the saz ( Avdo
Lemes: pers. comm. 2011). Possibly the idiom derives from the percussive technique of striking
the soundboard with the second right-hand finger which is audible in the 1907 recording by
the Sarajevo sazlija (saz player) Salih Kahrimanovic available for this study ( Salih Kahrimanovic
1907).3 Since the technique has disappeared from Bosnia, native speakers do not realise the origin of the idiom. However, another explanation for the idiomatic use of ‘kucati’ is found in
the Turkish verb ‘çal ( to strike, knock, play a musical instrument); possibly the idiom is a
translation.
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Correspondingly, the tambura plectra are named differently depending on the lute
type. Traditional lutes are played with a terzijan < Turk., Pers. taziyane) , a plectrum traditionally of cherry bark or a quill but today usually of plastic. At the same time, players of
Westernised tambure use the trzalica ( < trzati ‘to jerk, draw, pulP), the name of which refers

to the tremolo technique typical of the smaller members of that lute family. The traditional
trzalica İs a relatively long piece of horn, but also the use of plastic as material is possible ( see
Leopold 1995: 28). The more common name for the trzalica in Bosnia is pero ( quill).

Currently, due to modernisation, the frets of the traditional long-necked lutes are
generally tuned in equal temperament. In the past , ali lutes used to have several small soundholes perforated in the soundboard. Older sazovi could also have a soundhole in the end of
the body rather than in the soundboard or a hole with a rosette in the soundboard, but nowadays sazoviy and often sargije as well, have one single relative large soundhole without the ornament.
Writing in the mid-1930s, Vejsil Curcic ( 1935: 5) listed the following tambura types
used in Bosnia in order of size: bağlama, bugarija, sargija and saz. According to Curcic, the
smallest lute bağlama was no longer in use at that time. The slightly larger bugarija was an
urban and rural lute for young Müslim, Catholic and, as an exception to the rule, Serbian Orthodox men who played it at the sijelo ( outdoor gathering), accompanying songs and village
dances. This lute has practically disappeared from use in modern Bosnia.4 In the 1930s , the
sargija was mainly a lute of small town and village cafes; it could accompany epic singing. The
saz was the lute of urban Muslims, especially those of Sarajevo. Above and beyond the three
lute types, Bosnian small long-necked lutes include also thepivacka tambura ( singer’s tambura)
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with two single courses, which accompanied epic songs, the karaduzen or karaduz and the polusaz ( half saz ) . It is noteworthy that since the folk nomenclature is not standardised, lutes of
similar size may carry different names. Traditionally, the smaller lutes played a role in asikovanje ( serenading outside a girPs window), while the larger ones often had a part in the teferic
( picnic) programme ( see Fig. 1). The possible lute playing positions are sitting crossed legged
on the ground or floor, sitting on a chair or standing. The first position is no longer used in
Bosnia.

In Bosnia today, the sargija is a rural lute. Its name refers to the east ( Türk , şark î Eastern), and indeed, the seventeenth -century traveller Evliya Çelebi mentions the şark î as a lute
played in Constantinople and associated with the Türkmen ( Piçken 1975: 276). In modern Albania, a similar lute is called sharki or sharkia . In Bosnia, the sargija often with pointed bottom
of the body usually accompanies the violin but it can also be used for solo dance tunes. Two
sargije may play such pieces in octaves. In addition to the three Standard string courses, the
modern sargija may carry a short drone string gorjanka, the tuning peg of which is located on
the left of the neck at the end nearest to the body ( Panic 1987: 508). The origins of the drone
string are unclear. Frets of metal wire are tied around the neck. Modernised sargije may have
metal tuning gear rather than traditional wooden friction pegs. Another feature of the modern
sargije is the introduction of the two-necked model which may indicate influence from hybrid
acoustic guitars or double-necked electric guitars ( see Fig. 2; cf . Piçken 1975: 282). Even triplenecked sargije exist but they can be considered curiosities. Some luthiers decorate tambura
soundboards with religious or nationalist symbols. Such ornamentations fit perfectly the postBosnian War nationalistically oriented folklorism.
As the traditional instrument of urban Bosniaks par excellence, the saz with a
hemipyriform body has become one of the symbols of Bosniak cultural nationalism. The saz
is used especially for accompanying urban sevdalinka songs - another Bosniak symbol. Equal

tied nylon frets notwithstanding, the lute has resisted modernisation; the
electrosaz is rare in Bosnia, but at least the guitar player Vernes Ljustaku in the band of the
celebrated singer Hanka Paldum has used it in some pieces ( see Osman Pasa in Hanka Paldum
2007).

temperament and

For two main reasons, saz playing styles have simplified since the early recordings.
are no longer professional players of the saz with advanced playing technique
,
there
Firstly
and thus the older technique of striking the soundboard has fallen into oblivion. Secondly,
the preference for large sazevi with long scales and a three-string first course complicates the
left hand playing technique; apparently no contemporary Bosnian musician performs instrumental pieces on the saz ( see Fig. 3).

The future of the saz in Bosnia was among the foci of Ömer Pobric ( 1945-2010) who
founded the Ömer Pobric Foundation and the Institut sevdaba in Mulici near Visoko; as the
first large-scale project, Pobric organised performances for the group of eleven sazlije named
Takum sazlija in 2003 as well as saz courses. The Institute also issued the following publications
concentrating on the Bosnian saz: a book ( Trako 2003) , a DVD and a VHS cassette ( Institut
sevdaha 2003) and six CD records of selected Bosnian saz players.
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Westernised Lutes
Having their roots in traditional tambure and the Herderian cultural nationalism, Westernised
tambure or tamburice started developing during the first half of the 19th century in South Hungary ( nowadays Vojvodina in Serbia) and Slavonia, the eastern part of Croatia-Slavonia
( Leopold 1995: 13-14). Early tamburice were two-course instruments suitable for the folklorism
of the nationally oriented educated classes. Interestingly, the only member of the tamburica
family with a traditional Turkish lute name, the bugarija ( < bulgariî) , was designed for providing chordal accompaniment rather than melody.

The spread of tamburica orchestras in Bosnia began in the early 1900s when the Austro-Hungarian government permitted the formation of province-wide societies Various cultural and temperance societies, sports clubs and craftsmen’s associations started forming
tamburica bands and orchestras; the Jewish Tamburica and Support Society La Gloria (Jevrejsko

.

tamburasko ipotporno drustvo La Gloria) of Sarajevo made the earliest Bosnian tamburica band
recordings in 1907 ( see Pennanen 2007: 126-127; ibid 2007a). Due to the Pan-Slavic movement ,
tamburica bands were formed even in far-away Prague, while luthiers in Bulgaria and Slavic
Macedonia developed a form of local Westernised tambura . At that time, as even now, the
bodies of the smaller lutes were typically carved out from a single block of wood, while the
larger members of the tamburica family had box bodies similar to the guitar, çello or bass violin . In ali stringing systems of the Westernised tambure, successive strings are tuned to successively higher pitches.
Former research has tended t o ignore professional tamburica groups of the Pre-Titoist
period in Bosnia. Following the academic tradition, Miroslava Fulanovic-Sosic ( 1998: 10) claims
that there were no professional tamburica groups in Bosnia before the establishment of the
Radio Sarajevo tamburica orchestra in 1945. This is an erroneous claim made without Consulting historical sources; archival documents teli a totally different story. During the Habsburg era, there were numerous Bosnian urban tamburica groups with a professional status.
Take, for example, the professional tamburica orchestra of Ivan Katic which started in 1905
and continued working until the outbreak of the Great War. In addition , dozens of professional tamburica groups from Croatia-Slovenia, South Hungary and Serbia visited Bosnia regularly before the First World War, and some of them stayed there for considerably long
periods of time ( see e.g., ABH, ZVS 48-398-1901, 21-21/75-1912).

The development of three- and four-course instruments contributed to the emergence
of increasingly skilled professional bands and virtuosi. The modern sremski stim ( Syrmian tuning) stringing system consists of four courses tuned in fourths. The two lowest courses are
usually single while the upper ones are double. The basic instrumental division of the modern
full-size tamburica orchestra is as follows: prim ( bisernica ), basprim (brac% celovic, bugarija (kontra) celo berda (bas). There are further subdivisions into the first and second prim tamburice
and three sorts of basprim tambure ( Leopold 1995: 19-20).
3

The combination of the shorter neck and scale, and the tuning in fourths has brought
the tamburica playing technique from the traditional vertical tactility - playing along the neck
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- towards horizontal tactility and playing along the frets by switching from one string to an-

other. This change has enabled the economical execution of rapid , virtuosic passages. Similar
development has taken place in the playing technique of the two forms of the Greek bouzouki
( see Pennanen 1999: 171-183).

In Titoist Yugoslavia, tamburica orchestras formed an integral part of Socİalist folklorism. In Bosnia, the most important lute ensemble was the Tamburica Orchestra of the Sarajevo Radio-Television. Despite the difficult economic situation, the tradition has continued
on a smaller scale in the post-Bosnian War period; the Radio-Television of the Federation of
Bosnia-Herzegovina has maintained a tamburica group. Westernised tambure may also be a
part of a line-up consisting of instruments other than lutes. Recent such cases in the Bosnian
professional music scene have been the bands Mostar Sevdah Reunion , Sarr-e-Roma and the
2007 line-up of Hanka Paldum’s band which had two basprim tamburice ( see Hanka Paldum
2007) .

Although traditional tambure were instruments typically for males, female non-Muslim musicians were already playing Westernised tambure publicly in Bosnia by the early 1900s
( Anonymous 1907: 6; Pennanen 2007: 133-134). The association of gender with traditional
tambure as been more persistent, but in our time female sargija and saz players are not especially
rare; some folk bands have female sargija players, and the well-known Sarajevo-born singer
Jadranka Stojakovic plays the instrument. Female sazlije include Sadeta Osmainovic, who performed in Takum sazlija, and Vesna Andree-Zaimovic ( see BracaMorici in Safet Isovic 2003).
Conclusion
As we have seen , tambure in Bosnia have experienced several processes of modernisation and
Westernisation, such as the spread of the equal temperament and the evolution of the West -

ernised long-necked lute family. Moreover, smaller traditional tambura forms associated with
young men have lost their popularity in the course of urbanisation and the transformation of
youth culture. The modern saz , in its turn, has become larger and longer-scaled; occasionally
the body is so large that it sits awkwardly on the player’s lap and the lowest frets are almost
unreachable for the left hand.

The present State of the various tambura traditions in Bosnia seems to be somewhat
problematic. Since the end of the Bosnian War in December 1995, the inefficient , overlapping
Post-Dayton Agreement system of administration has contributed to the ineffective use of
available resources which is especially evident in cultural policies. Initially a project of the
Sarajevo Canton Ministry of Culture and Sport, ArtKuca Sevdaha - a museum of sevdalinka
- is among the rare public projects for preserving Bosnian musical traditions. The museum
cafe has featured weekly performances of a sazlija . In a similar manner, the tamburica orchestra
of the Federal Radio-Television and the Banja Luka City Tamburica Orchestra are unique
state-sponsored ensembles of Westernised long-necked lutes. Furthermore, since 2001, the international festival Vece uz tamburu ( Evening Concerts with the Tambura) in Banja Luka have
cherished the tradition of Socialist tamburica folklorism. The Banja Luka City Tamburica Orchestra also maintains a tamburica school.

^
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The economic situation also restricts the private sponsorship of lutes and their music.
For instance, few restaurants can meet the expense of hiring a tamburica group to entertain
their customers. Furthermore, after the death of Ömer Pobric in early 2010, Institut sevdaha
has ceased activities, leaving the saz without an important patron. Such circumstances have
emphasised the role of various societies and the cultural events they organise. Many societies
have their own music groups with some form of long-necked lute or even a tamburica orchestra. On the other hand, cultural events often include folkloristic performances - a chance for
sargija players to show their skills.

Despite the somewhat difficult conditions, luthiers stili produce various tambure and
the instruments attract new players; long-necked lutes are not endangered in Bosnia. However,
time will teli whether there will be any interest for reviving the small traditional tambura
forms bağlama and bugarija. Lastly, one should also keep in mind that the distribution of Bosnian lutes exceeds State borders: musicians of the Bosnian diaspora play the sargija, saz and tamburice outside Bosnia in countries such as Croatia, Slovenia, Austria, Germany, Norway,
Sweden, the United States and Australia.
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Fig. 1. Asikovanje
pipe outside a girl’s window. An Orientalist aquaı elle by Eduard Loidolt from 1881
( Krzovic 1999: 118)
*

Fig. 2 A Bosnian Croat musician from the Bosnian Posavina region in national costume playing the double- necked sargija during the 2010 opening celebration of the
Church of Croatian Martyrs ( Crkva hrvatskih mucenika ) in Udbina, Lika region in
Croatia ( Zubrinic 2010)

.
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Fig. 3. The Sarajevo sazlija Avdo ( Abdullah ) Lemes playing the saz at home in Movem
ber 2011 ( The R.P. Pennanen collection)

Fig. 4. A Rosnian female tamburica orchestra with a male conductor before the First
World War. The members hold two-course instruments ( Huseinovic and Babic 2004:
563)
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Notlar
1

Henceforth, I refer to Bosnia-Herzegovina as ‘Bosnia’.

Sukrija Trako ( 2003: 63-97) describes several alternative saz tunings for three- and even
four-course Instruments but ali of them are his own inventions. On top of that, the fourcourse saz does not even exist.
2

In late May 1907, Bosnian professional musicians made the first recordings of various tambure
for Deutsche Grammophon-Aktiengesellschaft in Sarajevo. Most musicians played traditional instruments; only two recording groups used Westernised tambure ( see Pennanen 2007: 115-128.
For discography, see ibid . 2007a).
3

Actually, if the small long-necked instruments available in local souvenir shops can be considered something else than miniature sargije, small tambura forms are stili being built in
Bosnia.
4
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